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Abstract--After our paper [1], the central question about s-sum-sets i the following: does an s- 
sum-set that is not already a3-sum-set exist? The rna~n result of this paper gives a negative response 
to the question in the particular case where the s-sum-set is of type 2 or 3. 
1. INTRODUCTION OF S-SUM-SETS 
The difference sets have been considered and studied by several authors, for example, Chakravarti- 
Suryanarayana [2], Wolfman [3], and Camion [4]. A natural extension is the concept of triple-sum 
sets, which was introduced by Courteau and Wolfman [5]. In [1] and [6], a further generali~.ation 
appears: the notion of s-sum-sets. In [1], we showed that if fl is the set of coordinate forms of the 
linear code C(n,  k) and if X = F* . f~ is an s-sum-set, then C(n, k) has at most three non-zero 
weights. Now, along the lines started in [1] and [7], we characterize s-sum-sets according to the 
error correcting capability e of the orthogonal code C ±, where C is the code associated with the 
s-sum-set. 
DEFINITION I . i .  
Let F be the GaloJs Reid with q elements (q = pro, p being a prime number), and let f~l be a 
subset of f  k. 
We will say that fl ~ is an s -snm-set  w i th  parRmeters  P0,#l,P2 if: 
(a) F . f~'=~'.  
(b) If  R = Card{(al, a2, . . . ,  a,) [ h = E ai, ai E ~'}, then the value of R does not depend 
on h, but only on the fact that h belongs or does not belong to f~. 
More precisely, 
R=#o,  if h=O,  
R=#t ,  if hE f l ' -O ,  
R=#2, if hE~'° -O[ f~ '°=F k-~'].  
DEFINITION 1.2. Let f~ be an s-sum-set. Starting from f~, we can build a set ~ by taking only 
one representative ctor from each one-dimensional G F( q)-subspace contained in f~. 
Now, let C(n, k) he the linear code such that the columns of its generating matrix are the 
elements of f~. It is necessary to say that the code C is defined within an equivalence. Th is  
code  C is the  l inear  code  assoc ia ted  w i th  the  s -sh in-set  fF. f~ is the set of coordinate 
forms of code C. f~ is a subset of C ~, where C I is the algebraic dual code of C. 
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1.3. Adjacency Matrix of a Set in C' 
Let L be a subset contained in C', and let M be a matrix indexed by the elements of C' (M 
is a qk x qk matrix). 
M is the adjacency matr ix over the set L, if and only if: 
1, if z -y•L ,  
U(z ,y )= 0, if x -y~L .  




Li = {x • C ' lx  •h '+a '+ .... +a~,x ~ Lj (j < i)} 
We will call gi the adjacency matrix associated with each Li. We note that there exists gi for 
all i - 0, 1, ...p. p being the covering radius of the orthogonal code C "L of code C. Let J be the 
matrix J - ~gi (J is the all l's matrix). We note that each gi is a symmetric matrix because 
~' = -W.  
LEMMA 1.4. 
Let g be a symmetric matrix which is the adjacency matrix over a set L in C'. Then: 
(a) C ,  rd{(a l ,a2 , . . . ,as )  I h = • L} = g°(0, h) 
(h) gS(a ,b ) -g ' (a%u,  bWu)  (a ,b ,u•C ' )  
The proof is easy by induction. | 
THEOREM 1.5. 
~' is an s-sum-set i f  and only ff there exists three parameters Ao, A1, As such that: 
M s = Aogo + Atgl  + As • (g2 + gs +""  + gp), where M = go + gt. 
The theorem is easily proved from Lemma 1.4. | 
DEFINITION 1.6. 
We will call normalized weights o[ a code C the different values Yi = n . (q - 1) + 1 - q. wi, 
where wi are the different weights o[ code C. 
COROLLARY 1.7. 
fY in an s-sum-set with parameters Ao,A1,A2, i f  and only iL" 
M s + (A2 - A t ) .  M + (A1 - Ao) . Id= As .  J 
THEOREM 1.8. 
~' is an s-sum-set if  and only i f  the normalized non-zero weights Yi of  the associated code C 
are roots of the equation: 
y" + (As - A t ) .  y + (At - Ao) = O. 
Moreover, we have, 
(n. (q -  1) + 1)' + (n. (q -  1) + 1). (As -  Ao) + (At - Ao) -- A2.  ]C]. 
PROOF. 
Necessary: If ft' is an s-sum-set according to the previous corollary, we have 
M* + (As -  A1) . M + (At - Ao) . Id  = As .  J. 
In [1] it is proved that the eigenvalues of M are the normalized weights of C. On the other 
hand, since MJ  = JM,  the matrices M and J are simultaneously diagonalizable. The eigenvalues 
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of d being 0 (with multiplicity qk _ 1) and n(q - 1) + 1. Let v be an eigenvector associated to r 
where r is a normalized non-zero weight, then Corollary 1.7 gives 
(M '  + (A2 - A1)M + (A1 - Ao)Id)v = A2J v = O, 
that is 
r 'v  + (A2 - A1)rv + (A1 - Ao)v = O. 
We conclude that v is a zero of Y" + (A2 - A1)y + (A1 - Ao). 
I f  v = n(q - 1) + 1 is the normalized zero weight, then we may take v to be all one vector and 
we have dv = qkv = ICiv. Hence, 
(n .  (q - 1) + 1)' + (n.  (q - 1) + 1).  (A2 - Ao) + (A1 - Ao) - A2 .  ICI. 
Suff ic iency: If  G(y) = y" +(A2-AO .y+(A1 -Ao) ,  we will call H(y) the minimum polynomial 
which cancels out all the normalized non-zero weights of code C. 
H(y) will be a divisor of G(y), and G(y) = H(y). r (y )  for a certain polynomial f (y ) .  Using the 
basis of eigenvectors which diagonalize J and M [1,7], we can say that H(M)  and J will coincide 
over all the eigenvectors (and their value will be zero), except in the eigenvector in which J is 
non-zero. 
In general, we will have H(M)  = ~.  J, where/~ is a constant. Moreover, J -  M = a .  J ,  and so 
G(M)  = H(M)  . F (M)  = ~.  J . F (M)  = v.  J, where r is a constant. By means of Corollary 1.7 
we conclude. | 
COROLLARY 1.9. 
Ifi't ~ is an s-sum-set, let k be the external distance of orthogonM code C -L. We will have k <_ s. 
PROOF. 
The external distance of C J- coincides with the number of different non-zero weights of code 
C [8]. These (normalized) weights verify a polynomial equation of degree s. So k < s. | 
THEOREM 1.10. (SEE [1]). 
I f  ~1 is an s-sum-set hen the associated code C has at the most three non-zero different 
weights. 
PRo OF. 
By Theorem 1.8 ~'  is an s-sum-set if and only if the normalized non-zero weights of the code 
C are roots of the polynomial equation: 
P(y) = y" + (A2 - A1) . y + (A1 - Ao) = O. 
Since the derivative of P ' (y)  = sy "-1 + (A2 - A1) has only one or two real roots, the function 
P(y) has one or two extrema. Hence, P(y) has at most three (two if s is even) real roots and by 
Theorem 1.8 the code C admits at most three (two if s is even) non-zero weights. | 
COROLLARY 1.11. 
I f s  is even and fF is an s-sum-set hen ~' is a subspace or it is a 2-sum-set. 
PROOF. 
It is well-known that the associated code C of a partial-difference-set (2-sum-set) has one or 
two non-zero weights, and it is also well-known that starting from a code C with two non-zero 
weights we can construct DI = ~.  F, where ~ is the set of coordinate forms of the code, and ~l 
is a 2-sum-set [4]. | 
REMARK. The s-sum-sets with s even do not bring anything new because the 2-sum-sets have 
already been studied [9]. | 
PROPOSITION 1.12. 
I f  f~' is a subspace then it is an s-sum-set for every value ors. 
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PROOF. 
In case that ~' is a subspace then M = go + gl = J. Therefore, it is clear that Corollary 1.7 is 
satisfied for every value of s. | 
PROPOSITION 1.13. / fa  projective code C has exactly two non-zero different weights then ~' is 
an s-sum-set for every value of s. (s >_ 2). 
PRO OF. 
If the projective code C has two non-zero different weights then the parameters of C ± 
are: 1 < e < p < 2, where e is the error-correcting capability and p the covering radius of C ±. 
Consequently, C ± is a completely regular code and the m-scheme is an association scheme [10]. 
The algebra generated by go, gl, g2 will be of dimension 3. Moreover, we can take as a basis: 
Id = go; M = go + gl; J = go + gl + g2. 
The conclusion is that every M '  will be linearly dependent (with integer coefficients) on 
Id, M,  J. By Corollary 1.7, we conclude that ~' is a s-sum-set for every s _> 2. | 
DEFINITION 1.14. 
Code C has a cent ra l  weight  i f  it has a weight whose normalized value is zero. 
2. S-SUM-SETS AND THEIR  NORMALIZED WEIGHTS 
From now on let us assume that code C has three different non-zero weights. We shall begin by 
relating both the s-sum-set structure and the 3-sum-set structure and, in general, the s-sum-set 
structure to that of the f-sum-set structure, where s and f are two different odd numbers. 
THEOREM 2.1. 
We assume that code C has exactly three different non-zero weights, l f  f~' is an s-sum-set and, 
also, a f-sum-set, where s and f are two different odd numbers, then code C has a central weight. 
PROOF. 
The normalized non-zero weights of code C will be roots of y' + ~ • y +/~ = 0, and also of 
y! + a' -  y + ff  = 0. If code C did not have a central weight then/~ ¢ 0 and f f  ¢ 0. If we multiply 
the two previous equations by/~ and fl', respectively, and subtract hem we will have 
8 ' -  y '  - 8 .  yS + _ .y  = 0, 
which is satisfied by the normalized weights of C. If we observe the second derivative we notice 
that this equation has at most five different real roots. Such an equation has central symmetry, 
which means that these roots will be of the following form: 0, 6, -5,  a, -a  . Three of these roots 
have to be normalized weights of C. 
If C did not have a central weight then the normalized weights of C would contain two opposite 
numbers a: and -x .  Moreover, we would have x'  + ax  + 3 = 0 = ( -x ' )  + a( -z )  + 8, which 
implies that/3 = 0, contradiction. | 
THEOREM 2.2. 
Assume that code C has three different non-zero weights. I f  C has a central weight and ~' is 
an s-sum-set, where s is odd, then ~' is also an f-sum-set, for all odd number f . 
PROOF. 
If fl' is an s-sum-set, and C has a central weight, by Theorem 1.8 the normalized weights of 
code C will be 0, a , -a .  
Let A = aS-1. The normalized weights of code C fulfilled the equation: yl - A • y = 0 By 
Theorem 1.8, we conclude that ~' is an f-sum-set. | 
THEOREM 2.3. 
We assume that code C has three different normalized non-zero weights, x, y, z. Then ~' is an 
s-sum-set i f  and only i f  the three normalized weights x, y, z satisfy the equation: 
• ' .  (y -  z) + ¢ .  + y) = o. 
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PROOF. 
Let P(u) be the polynomial: P(u) = uS + A .  u + B. Then a is a root of P(u), if and only if 
as = -A .  a - B, and if b #: c then: 
a is a root of P(u), if and only if a s .  (b - c) = -A .  a .  (b - c) - B .  (b - c). (*) 
Assume that fl' is an s-sum-set. Let z, y, z be the three non-zero different normalized weights 
of the associate code C. By Theorem 1.8 and (.)  we can write: 
X 8 . (y  
yS  . (Z  
Z s • (X  
- z )= -A .x . (y -z ) -B . (y -z ) ,  
-x )= -A .y . ( z -x ) -B . (z -x ) ,  
- v) = -A .~.  (x -  y ) -  B .  (=-  V). 
And adding the three equations, we can conclude: 
• ' .  (v -  *) + v' .  ( z -  =) +* ' .  (~-  v) = o. 
Conversely, 
equation: 
• ' .  (y - , )  + v' .  ( , -  ~,) +* ' .  (~-  v) = o. 
assume that the three different non-zero normalized weights x,y, z satisfy the 
(**) 
The system of two equations in 2 unknowns A and B: 
z a . (y -z )=-A .z . (y -z ) -B . (y -z ) ,  
V ° (*-~) -A .v . ( * -~) -B  (z -~)  
has a unique solution, because its determinant is different from zero, its value is (z - V)" (Y - z). 
(z - x). From this linear system and (**) we can also write: 
z ' .  (= - v) = -=, ' - (v  - z) - v ° • (z - ~,) 
= A.x.  (y -  z) + B . (y -  z) +A.y .  ( z -  x) + B. ( z -  x) 
= -A .z .  ( z -  y ) -  B. (x -  y). 
By (.)  we can conclude that x, y, z are solutions of the equation P(u) = uS + A .  u + B. By 
Theorem 1.8 we can assure that ~ '  is an s-sum-set. II 
REMARK. Now we can give a partial response to the question: Does an s-sum-set hat is not 
already a 3-sum-set exist? 
If  such an s exists, it must be unique (Theorem 2.1), and the associated code does not have a 
central weight (Theorem 2.2). By combining all this, we obtain that 
(1) I f~ '  is a 3-sum-set without a central weight then for any odd s > 5, ~ '  is not an s-sum-set 
and 
(2) If  ~'  is a 3-sum-set with a central weight, then for all s >_ 3, ~'  is an s-sum-set. One 
question remains: Does an s-sum-set (in particular a 3-sum-set) without a central weight 
exist? 
3. CHARACTERIZAT ION OF S-SUM-SETS ACCORDING TO THE 
ERROR-CORRECTING CAPABIL ITY  eOF THEIR  ASSOCIATED CODE 
DEFINITION 3.1. 
//' ~ '  is an s-sum-set, we will say that ~' is of type "e", if  the orthogonal code C ± of the 
associated code C has error-correcting capability of "e". 
THEOREM 3.2. Theorem of non-existence of s-sum-sets with e> 4. 
There does not exist s-sum-sets of type e, for every e >_ 4. 
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PROOF. 
Let e, p, k be the parameters of code C ±. 
According to Delsarte [8], we have e < p < k, where "e" is the error-correcting capability, p is 
the covering radius and k is the external distance of code C ±. By Theorem 1.10, we have that, 
if ~ '  is an s-sum-set, then k < 3. Hence, e < p < k < 3. | 
THEOREM 3.3. Theorem of characterization o?s-sum-sets of type e= 3. 
There exist only two s-sum-set of type e = 3. Their associated orthogonal codes are the binary 
Golay code (23, 12) and the repetition code of length 7. 
PROOF. If e -- 3, then e = p = 3. The code C ± will be a perfect code and the only perfect codes 
with e = 3 are the Goaly code (23, 12) and the repetition code of length 7. 
We only need to see whether the respective f~ is or is not an s-sum-set. We know that the 
normalized weights of Golay's code (23, 12) are 0, 8 , -8 .  These weights are the roots of equation: 
y3 -64y  = 0. By Theorem 1.8, ~'  is a 3-sum-set, and by Theorem 2.2, ~'  is a s-sum-set for every 
odd value of s. We know that the normalized weights of repetition code of length 7 are 0, 4, -4 .  
These weights are the roots of equation: y3 _ 16y = 0. By Theorem 1.8, f~ is a 3-sum-set, and 
by Theorem 2.2, fl ' is an s-sum-set for every odd value of s. | 
3.~. Characterization of s-sum-sets of ~ype = 2 
In this paragraph we assume that f~' is an s-sum-set (where s is odd and s > 3), of type 2. The 
parameters of code C 1 are e = 2, k < 3. In the case k = 2, we will have 2 = e = p = k, and so 
C ± will be a perfect code. It is well-known that the only perfect codes that fulfilled this condition 
are the ternary Golay code (11,6) or the binary repetition code of length 5. By Proposition 1.13, 
we conclude that f~' is an s-sum-set for every s > 2. 
In the case k = 3, we will have e = 2, p = k = 3 (If it were e = p = 2, then code C ± would 
be a perfect code and so k = 2). In this case, e = 2 and p = 3, code C ± will be a uniformly 
packed code and using a result of Calderbank and Goethals [11], which limits the possible values 
of weights of code C, we will study the s-sum-set of type 2. 
3.4.1. Case p # 3 
In the case p # 3, by using [11], the three different normalized non-zero weights of code C will 
be of the following form: 
x=y+q.a ;  y; z=y-q .a ,  wherea=p r, q>0.  
By using Theorem 2.3, we can write: 
(y.4-q.a) s .q. t r+y" . ( -2q.a)S +(y -q .a )  s .q .a=O.  
We know that a # 0, so we can simplify and if Ti means the combinatorial number ~ = C(,'.), 
0 = y. [T2. yS-S. (q.a)2 + T4"yS-5" (q. ¢~)4 +. . .  + Ts-l" (q" a)s -1] .  
This equality means that y = 0, because the quantity in the brackets is strictly positive. Hence, 
by Theorem 2.2, f~' will also be a 3-sum-set. 
3.4.2. Case p = 3 
In the case p = 3, the different normalized non-zero weights of code C could be of the following 
forms: 
(a) x=y+q.a ;  y; z=y- -q .c~,  whereo~=3 r 
(b) ~=y+2.q -a ;  y; z=y-q .a ,  wherea=3 r 
(c) z=y+q.a ;  y; z=y-2 .q .a ,  wherea=3 r 
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FIRST CASE. 
In the first case, the problem is the same as the previous one, and so the conclusions are the 
same. 
SECOND CASE. 
In the second case, we can limit our study to the situation where the addition of the three 
roots is a positive number. If it were not so, we could change every root to its opposite so the 
equation in Theorem 2.3 would also be fulfilled. Hence, we can assume that 
x+y+ z= 3 .y+q.a  > 0, 
and 
y > -q~ • a, where q~ q 
In this situation, we can deduce that some root z, y or z becomes negative, because if the three 
roots were positive numbers then their product would also be a positive and the constant erm 
of s-sum-set equation in Theorem 1.8 would be a negative number. By the well-known theorem 
of Descartes, in relation to the number of positive solutions of an algebraic equation, we must 
conclude that the s-sum-set equation in Theorem 1.8 has, at most, a single positive root. This is 
contradictory with the hypothesis. 
We can assume that the root z is a negative number (this is correct because x >__ y >_ z) and 
y < q • ~. By using Theorem 2.3, we can write: 
(y+ 2qa) s. (qa) + yS.(-3qa)" + (y -  qa) ' .  (2qa) -  0, 
SO 
3. y" = 2.  (y - qo )" + + 2q.)" 
I f  we set y ---- -q '  • a T A, where 0 < A < 4q~a, we can write the last equation as 
3(A - q 'a ) '  = 2(A - 4qta)'  + (A + 5q'a)'. 
This equation must be fulfilled by some A. 
Let P(A) = -3(A  - q 'a) '  + 2(A - 4q'a) '  + (A + 5q'a) ' .  
It must be P(A) = O, for some 0 < A < 4q'a. 
In the case s _> 4, the value of P(0) and P(4q'a) is a positive number and so, the possibility of 
existence of value A, such that P(A) = 0, needs the derivative DP(A)  to be canceled out in the 
interval (0, 4q~a). It is possible to use the same line of argumentation for the polynomial DP(A)  
and D2p(A); except for a constant factor, the polynomial Q(A) = -3(A  - q'oL) 3 + 2(A-  4q*c~) 3 + 
(A + 5q~a) a has only a unique root A = 0 and, moreover, in this case the coefficient of A s in 
Q(A) is zero. Hence, the addition of the three roots is zero, and, by using Theorem 1.8, ~ '  would 
be a 3-sum-set. 
THIRD CASE. 
In the third case, we can limit our study to the situation where the addition of the three roots 
is a positive number. If it were not so we could change every root to its opposite so the equation 
in Theorem 2.3 would also be fulfilled. Then we can assume that 
x+y+z = 3 .y -q  .c~ >_ O, 
and 
y < q' • a, where q' q 
In this situation, we can deduce that some root z, y or z becomes negative because if the 
three roots were positive numbers, then their product would also be a positive number and the 
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independent term of s-sum-set equation in Theorem 1.8 would be a negative number. By the 
well-known theorem of Descartes concerning the number of positive solutions of an algebraic 
equation, we must conclude that the s-sum-set equation in Theorem 1.8 has at most a single 
positive root. This is contradictory with the hypothesis. 
We can assume that root z is negative number (this is correct because z _> y >__ z) and y < 6 q'a. 
By using Theorem 2.3, we can write: 
(y "4- qa) s " (2qa) + yS . (-3qt~) "4- (y - 2qa) s " (qa) = O, 
SO 
3 . y" = 2. (y + qa)" + (y " 2qa) s. 
I f  we set y = q~ • a + A, where 0 < A < 5q~a, we can write the last equation as 
3(A - q 'a ) '  = 2(A + 4q'a) '  + (A - 5q'a) ' .  
This previous equation must be fulfilled by some A. 
Let P(A)  = -3(A  - q' a) s + 2(A + 4q' a)s + (A - 5q'a) s
It must be P(A)  = O, for some 0 < A < 5qla. 
In the case s > 4 the value of P(0) and P(5q'a) is a positive number and so, the possibility of 
existence of a value A such that P(A) = 0 needs the derivative DP(A)  to be canceled out in the 
interval (0, 5q'a). It is possible to use the same argumentation for the polynomial DP(A) ,  and 
D2P(A) , . . . ,  until we arrive to Q(A) = -3(A  - q'a) s + 2(A - 4q'a) 3 + (A + 5q'a) 3, except for a 
constant factor. This polynomial Q(A) is not canceled out in any value of the interval (0, 5q'a). 
We conclude that there does not exist an s-sum-set of this kind. 
3.5. Theorem of Characterization of s-sum-sets of Type e= 2 
t2' is an s-sum-set of type 2 if and only if ~'  is 3-sum-set of type 2. | 
RZMARK 3.5.1. First the 3-sum-sets (binary case) of type 2 were perfectly studied in [5] and 
then (general case) in [7] and [12]. 
3.6. The s-s,m-sets of Type e= 1 
The problem of classification for this type of s-sum-sets is still an open problem, the case of 
the 3-sum-sets included. 
For this type of s-sum-sets, we can say that the error capability of code C ± is e = 1, and the 
other parameters of the code could be: 
(a) e= l ; p=k= l 
(b) e=l ;p=k=2 
(c) e=l ;p=k=3 
(d) e=l ;  p=2;  k=3 
REMARK 3.6.1. The case e = 1, p = 1 and k = 2 or k = 3 is not possible. (see Delsarte [8]). 
REMARK 3.6.2. In case (a), code C ± becomes a perfect code and it is well-known that G ± = 
H(n, r), where H(n, P) is the Hamming q-  ary code and n = ~ ,  r = n -  m. 
In this case fl' is an s-sum-set for every s _> 1. 
REMARK 3.6.3. In case (b), code C ± becomes a uniformly packed code, and t2' is an s-sum-set 
for every s _> 2, see Proposition 1.13. 
REMARK 3.6.4. In case (c) we can assure that C ± is a completely regular code if and only if 
the associated ~-scheme is an association scheme, or also, as we know that p = k, the previ- 
ous condition is equivalent o saying that C is an association subscheme of Hamming scheme 
g, (q) .  [10]. 
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It is an open problem to know if there exist s-sum-sets for which C ± is not a completely regular 
code. All the s-sum-sets that we know give completely regular codes. 
REMARK 3.6.5. In the case (d) the associate code C ± will not be a completely regular code. 
REMARK 3.6.6. As far as I know, it is an open question to verify the existence of some odd 
exponent s > 3, for which there exist non-zero integers z, y, z, such that satisfy the equation: 
• " 0-  v) = o. 
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